
ON REE'S SERIES OF SIMPLE GROUPS

BY

HAROLD N. WARD(i)

Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to obtain the character tables of

the finite simple groups of Ree related to the Lie algebra G2 (presented in [16],

[17]) from certain basic properties of these groups. In the process we shall derive

a number of additional properties of the Ree groups. We incorporate the basic

properties as conditions in the following definition:

Definition. A finite group G will be said to be of Ree type if it satisfies the

following five conditions:

I. The 2-Sylow subgroups of G are elementary Abelian of order 8.

II. G has no normal subgroup of index 2.

III. For some element J of order 2 (an "involution") in G, the centralizer

CG(J) of J in G is the direct product of <J> and L where L is isomorphic to the

linear fractional group LF(2,q).

Condition I implies that q = 4 + e (mod 8) where e = + 1.

IV. If <R> denotes a cyclic subgroup of order (q + e)/2 in L, then the

normalizer NC((R0})  of any subgroup  <R0) ¥= <1>  of <R>  is contained in

cG(J).

V. Let J' be an involution of L and 5 an element of L of order (q — e)\\ which

centralizes J'. Then an element of G of order 3 which normalizes <J, J'} does

not centralize S.

We call q the characteristic of G. The verification of these conditions is straight-

forward from the description of Ree's groups in [17].

The existence of elements R, J', and S of IV and V is a consequence of the

known structure of LF(2,q) which will be summarized in paragraph 1-1. More-

over, there is an involution J" of L commuting with J' for which J"SJ" = S~ ,

the centralizer of J' in Lis <J',J",5>. Thus the centralizer CG((J,J'}) is

(J,J',J",Sy. Also, there is an element of order 3 in L normalizing <J',J"> but

not centralizing it.
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Let P2 be a 2-Sylow subgroup of G. Since P2 is Abelian, the transfer of G

into P2 has as its image the intersection of P2 with the center of Na(P2) [2, p.

173]. The automorphism group of an elmentary Abelian group of order 8 has

order 168, so that [iVG(P2):CG(P2)] divides 21. From the above, 3 divides this

index. But if the index is just 3, N0(P2) has a 2-element in its center and the kernel

of the transfer is proper, violating condition II. Hence the index is 21 and we

conclude that all the members of P2-<1> are conjugate, and that any 4-group

of P2 is normalized but not centralized by an element of order 3. Thus all in-

volutions in G are conjugate and an element of order 3 in condition V really exists.

The element S of condition V cannot be the identity, so that the values 3 and

5 for q are excluded. For 5 < q < 27, the possible orders of <.S> are (in light

of III) 3 and 5 ; but cyclic groups of these orders do not possess automorphisms

of order 3. Thus in fact q ^ 27.

The object of this paper is to prove the following theorem:

Theorem. Let G be a group of Ree type of characteristic q. Then the fol-

lowing hold:

(1) G is simple of order   q3(q-i)(q3 + 1) where q = 32k+1, k^i.

(2) If P is a 3-Sylow subgroup of G, P has order q3 and is disjoint from

its conjugates. Its center Z(P) is elementary Abelian of order q, P is of class 3,

and P contains a normal elementary Abelian subgroup Px of order q2 contain-

ing Z(P) which is both the derived group and the Frattini subgroup of P. The

members of P — Px have order 9, their cubes forming Z(P) — <1>.

(3) The normalizer N(P) = PW where W is cyclic of order q — i. If J is

the involution of W, CP(J) = CPJJ) is elementary Abelian of order q and

CP(J)nZ(P) = <l>. If R is an element of W of (odd) order (q-í)¡2, then

Cp(R") = <1> for all R" # 1.
(4) q2 — q + l=(q+i+ 3m)(q + 1 — 3m), where m = 3k. G possesses Abel-

ian Hall subgroups M+ and M~ of orders q + 1 4- 3m and q 4- 1 — 3m,

respectively. M+and M~ are respectively the centralizers of their nonidentity ele-

ments and are each disjoint from their conjugates. Furthermore, N(M+) = M W

and N(M~) = M~W~ where W+ and W~ are cyclic of order 6. W+ and W~

induce regular groups of automorphisms of M+ and M~, respectively.

(5) The permutation representation of G on the right cosets of N(P) repre-

sents G faithfully as a doubly transitive permutation group in such a way that

the subgroup fixing three letters has order 2.

(6) The character table of G is uniquely determined up to some values of

certain "exceptional characters;" the table appears at the end of Chapter V.

(7) The decompositions of the various 2-blocks of G are uniquely deter-

mined (and appear at the end of Chapter I).

The present paper is meant to fit into the general program of the characteri-
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zationofthe known simple groups. Since from the result of Feit and Thompson

noncyclic simple groups are of even order, the most natural approach to this

problem is by a study of the structure of the group relating to its 2-Sylow sub-

group and elements of even order.

More particularly, the material presented here bears on the general problem

of characterizing groups with Abelian 2-Sylow subgroups. J. H. Walter has worked

on showing that such simple groups, assuming their proper subgroups are known,

must satisfy conditions I—III for groups of Ree type. Thompson and Janko in

turn have shown that conditions IV and V follow from I—III provided q > 5.

Thus in the program of classifying groups with Abelian 2-Sylow subgroups, it

must be shown that a group of Ree type really is one of Ree's groups. (The ex-

ceptional case q = 5 (with condition V waived) corresponds to Janko's new

simple group.)

One approach is by the study of permutation groups. Doubly transitive groups

in which only the identity fixes three letters have been classified by Zassenhaus,

Feit, Suzuki, and Ito. In addition, Suzuki has classified doubly transitive groups

which are similar in nature to the Ree groups but act on an odd number of letters

[20], As an indication of how close the connection to permutation groups is, Ree

[18] has shown that a doubly transitive group on an even number (2: 4) of letters

such that the subgroup fixing two letters has exactly one nonidentity element

fixing at least three letters and such that each involution fixes at least three letters

is indeed of Ree type. (These properties of groups of Ree type follow readily

from the discussion of Chapter III.)

The two papers of Brauer, [2] and [3], are referred to as BI and BII, and the

numbering of these papers is followed.

Chapter I.   The Principal 2-Block of G and Two Families

of Exceptional Characters

The main result of this chapter is that the principal 2-block of G has eight

ordinary characters. Formulas of Brauer then lead to the degrees of these charac-

ters and the order of the group. These formulas are the main tool of the deriva-

tion, for they give number-theoretic requirements on G which are very stringent.

In preparation for these considerations, two families of exceptional characters

are obtained from condition IV on G. Likewise, information about the 2-blocks

of defects 1 and 2 is produced.

1. The following remarks describe the nonidentity conjugate classes of

LF(2, q) : There are two elements R and S0 of orders i(q + e) and ^(q — e),

respectively, each conjugate to its inverse but to no other power. There is a sub-

group {T(x)\xeFq}, Fq the field of q elements, isomorphic to the additive group

of Fg by x — TYx). T(x) and T(y) are conjugate iff xy is a square in Fq, for x, y # 0.

Let T and T be members of this subgroup representing the two (nonidentity)

classes so obtained. Let S\ = S and S0(?_p)/4= J' (an involution). The orders
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of the centralizers in LF(2,q) are $(q 4- e) for R V 1 ; \(q — e) for S*,^ 1 ,J';

q-e for J'; q for T(x) # 1. The order of LF(2,q) is \q(q2 - 1). (For all this

see [11].)

2. The character table for LF(2,q) is in Table 1 (from [14]). Here r (# 1)

is any \(q + e)fh root of unity and s (# ±1) any ^(q-e)th root of unity; r and

r"1 give the same character, as do s and s-1. There are \ (q + e — 2) 9r's and

i (q - e - 4) 0,'s.

Value on 1

Table 1

T r r" 5Í

Character

ôi

e2

e3

0,

0,

111 1

M3 + e)    \(e + (eq)m)    \(e - (eq)112) 0

{(q + e)    Ke~(eq)112)   \(e + (eq)m) 0

q 0 0 -e

q-e -e -e (~e)(ra + r~a)

q + e e e 0

1

e(-if

e( - í)b

e

0

e(sb+ s'")

3. The modular characters for the prime 2 of LF(2,q) are as follows (facts

used but not cited are in BI): the number of modular characters is the number

of 2-regular classes, and that is 2 4- (3q + e)/8. The 9r are of defect 0 and thus

are the sole members of their blocks and provide modular characters when

restricted to 2-regular elements. On 2-regular elements, 9S and 0_s coincide and

thus belong to the same block. Since in the present situation all characters have

height 0 and any block of defect d has at most 2'! (ordinary) characters [8], 0„

and 0_s are the ordinary characters of a block of defect 1. Since there is only one

modular character in their block (cf. [10, p. 617]), the Cartan matrix must be [2]

and the decomposition matrix

m-
Thus 9S restricted to 2-regular elements provides a modular character. Finally,

since the only 2-regular class of defect 2 is that of 1, the principal 2-block is the

only block of defect 2. Its ordinary characters are 9X, 92, 93, 04; there are three

modular characters not counted so far, and they must be in this block.

4. We consider the principal 2-block more closely. There are two 2-sections

(see BII) in LF(2,q), those of 1 and J'. By BU 7D there are four columns of

(nonzero) generalized decomposition numbers for the principal 2-block for these

two sections, three for that of 1 and one for J'. The modular character of the
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centralizer of J' in LF(2,q) involved must be the principal (identity) character.

That centralizer is (J0,Soy where J2. = 1 and J0S0J0 = Sq1. If So is 2-regular,

J'Sq is an odd power of S0. The column of decomposition numbers for 9X,92,93,94,

and J' is then (1, — e, — e,e). The other three columns form a basis for the set of

columns with rational integral entries orthogonal to this one (see [4]) ; by replacing

the three modular characters by integral combinations, we may assume these

columns are

1 0 0

0 -e 0

0 0 -e

— e —e —e

The functions so obtained are 9X, — e92, — e9¡ restricted to 2-regular elements.

They will be denoted by <p[,4>i,<t>i- ¥i and <bJ3 are algebraically conjugate (complex

conjugate if e = — 1). The Cartan matrix is then

-2 1 1-

1 2 1

_1 1 2_ .

5. The characters of the entire centralizer C(J) are obtained from the fact that

C(J) = <J>L, where L is isomorphic to LF(2, q) (and we now use the letters used

for LF(2,q) for elements of L). The modular characters of C(J) are those of L.

To each ordinary character x of L correspond two of C(J). One (also labelled x)

is x on Land has value x(A) on JA, AeL. The other, labelled x', is # on L but

— x(A) on JA. x and x' are in the same 2-block, but if Xi and /2 (of L) are not,

neither are xi and #2. X and x' have the same (ordinary) decomposition numbers

(see BII).

6. We now plan to use the theory of exceptional characters (see [19] and the

expositions in [6] and [10]). If H is a subgroup of G, a collection of conjugate

classes KX,---,K„, of H is a collection of special classes if whenever X eK¡ and

A~lXAeH for some AeG, then in fact AeH.

Suppose 9X,...,9„ is a family of irreducible characters of H, n > 1, maximal

with the property that 9X(X) = ••• = 9JX) for all X in H not members of special

classes. Then:

a. There exist n irreducible characters Xi->'">Xn of G (the exceptional characters)

such that Xi\H = £0¡ + #> where s = ± 1 (independent of i) and 9 is a character

of H containing the 0¡ with equal multiplicity. If x is an irreducible character of G

not one of the x¡, X \ H contains the 0¡ with equal multiplicity.

b. If Ae G is not conjugate to any member of any K¡, then Xi>'">Xn au have the
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same value on A. (In particular, if G # //, the class of 1 cannot be special and all

Xi have the same degree.)

Moreover, two different maximal families lead to disjoint families of exceptional

characters.

Property IV of G makes the classes of the R"# 1 in C(J) special; the classes of

the JR" also become special. The families of the 9r and the 9'r provide then two

families of exceptional characters for G, the nr and the n'r: nr| C(J) = e9, + n,

n'r\ C(J) = E'9'r + n',s= ± 1, e' = ±1, and the multiplicity of 9r in r¡ and 9'r in n'

is independent of r. Each family has (q — 2 + e) / 4 members.

7. The characters n and n' actually vanish on the special classes of C(J). For,

the orthogonality relations in L, applied to R"¥= 1 and T' give T,9JRa) = e,

summed over the 9r. Then also T,9'JRa) = e. From the constant multiplicity

property above and the fact that the other characters of C(J) have rational integral

values on R" independent of a, x(R") is a rational integer independent of a for any

nonexceptional irreducible character x of G. The same is true for n and n'.

Condition IV implies that C(Ra), for R" # 1, is the centralizer in C(J) of Ra.

Thus c(Ra) = q + e. Now the order of the centralizer of any element of G is the

sum of the squares of the absolute values of the irreducible characters of G on that

element. Let Çx be the identity character of G and let S,¡ in general denote a non-

exceptional character of G. Then this relation for R" becomes

q + e=y   K(R')|2+   I    \«'r(Ra)\2+   S    IWl2-
<• r j

Let n(Ra) = x, n'(Ra) = x'. Then

1    \r,JR°)\2   =   Z   |e0r(R") + x|2
r r

=   I   19r(R°)|2 + ex I   (9JRa) + 9jW)) + (q-2 + e)x2¡4.
r r

The first sum may be evaluated by using this same centralizer relation in L, yielding

Srlfl/R") |2 = \(q + e) — 2. The middle term is 2eex. Using the same procedure on

the n'r terms, and the fact that 9'r and 9r agree on R", one finally obtains

(1)    4 = (J- (q-2 + e)x2 + 2cex) + (\ (q-2 + e)x'2 + 2es'x') + I   | £/Ra)|2.
j

Because the terms in the last sum are integers (one of which is 1) and because

q S; 27, it can only be that x = x' = 0. Moreover, four of the £} must have values

± 1 on R°( # 1) independent of a; call them £,x, £2, £3, £4.

Quite similarly n(JR") = n'(JRa) = 0, and these same four characters Çx, t,2, £3,

and £4 have values ± 1 on JR" ( ¿ J) because ij(JR°) = f/R ) (mod 2).

Note that  S^R") = Srf?r'(R°) = Be.

8. We wish now to show that there are two possibilities for the number of

characters for the principal 2-block, namely seven and eight.
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If R is a 2-block of positive defect d of G, a defect group may be taken with J in

its center. Then (see [1]) there is a block b of defect d of C(J) such that R = bG

(cf. BII) and for every ordinary character x of B there is a modular character

(¡>J of b such that the decomposition numbers of / for the section of J and <j>J

is not 0.

From BII 6A the decomposition numbers for a character in the principal

2-block R0 of G for the section of J can be nonzero only for blocks b of C(J) for

which bG = B0. Here, as <J> is in the defect group of each block of C(J) (BI 9F),

the centralizer of such a defect group is in C(J). Then bG = B0 iff b is the principal

2-block of C(J) (see [4] or [7]). The Cartan matrix of the principal 2-block of

C(J) (relative to (j>\, (¡>2, </>3 of paragraph 4) is

-4 2 2»

2 4 2

_2 2 4J ,

double that of L.

There are thus three columns of decomposition numbers for the principal

2-block R0 of G for the section of J and they correspond to qo[, (p2, 4>J3. The inner

product of the ith and jth columns is the ij entry in this Cartan matrix. Because J

is of order 2, the columns consist of rational integers, and the inner product

condition forces the entries to be 0, + 1, or ± 2. But no ± 2 can appear, for it

would then be the only entry in its column. However, as these columns are ortho-

gonal to the columns of degrees of the characters in B0, a single-entry column is out.

From the first part of the discussion, no row can be entirely 0's. On the basis of

the preceding remarks there are two possible patterns:

4>Ji <t>l 4>i <¡>í

10 0 1

¿2 0 0 ô2

S3 <>3 <>3 ^3

<54 <54 <54 <54

0 ôs 0 0

0 ¿6 0 0

0 0 ô7 o

¥l </>3

0 0

s2 o

0 ö3

<54 <54

<55 0

0 <56

5-, 57

0 0 ¿g
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Each <5¡ is ± 1. The first four characters in either case are £,x, £2, £3, and ¿4, of

paragraph 7. The 2-Sylow subgroup of G is its own centralizer (from the structure

of L) so that by BI 6D this block R0 is the only one of 2-defect 3.

9. Before analyzing the principal 2-block in detail, we derive information on

the other 2-blocks of G of positive defect. First we consider blocks of

defect 1.

Let 4>Í De the modular character of C(J) given by 9r (paragraph 3). The defect of

the block br of (¡>Jr is 1 and the Cartan matrix is [2]. As C(J) is the normalizer of

<J> in G, BI 10B says the map br^>bG produces a 1-1 correspondence between

the blocks br of C(G) of defect 1 and those of G having defect group <J>. As the

involutions of G are all conjugate, this means all blocks of G of defect 1. The

column of decomposition numbers for the section of J and <j)? has then two

nonzero entries, ± 1. By the orthogonality to the degrees, one is 1, the other — 1.

From BII 6A the corresponding characters are in bG. No other block b of C(J) has

bG = bf, for either b is another block of defect 1 or it, and therefore bG, has

defect greater than 1. Then all the other columns (for the section of J) have O's

for these two characters. From paragraph 8, no character in bG has a row of O's

for its decomposition numbers for J. bG thus contains exactly two characters.

From rjJJA) = e^(A) + r¡(JA) for A e L, and the equal multiplicity result for

n, nr decomposed for the section of J involves <¡>Jr with a multiplicity different

from that of the other modular characters of defect 1 of C(J). Because there are at

least three such characters, nr must be in bG. Similarly n'r is in this block, and

e = e':  the column for 0/ is (e, — e).

10. Consider now 2-blocks of G of defect 2. Because the involutions of L are all

conjugate in L, all groups of order 4 of G are conjugate. Any group of order 4 in L

is normalized but not centralized by an element of order 3 (cf. [11]). By a conju-

gation, we may take <J, J"} to be the defect group of any 2-block of defect 2,

with an involution J" suchthat <J, J', J"} is of order 8. Then C(J,J') = (J,J',J",S)

and J"SJ" = S~l. <S> is the commutator subgroup of C(J,J').

From BI 12A the blocks in G with defect group <J, J'} are in 1-1 correspondence

with families of associated characters of defect 0 of C(J, J')/(J,J'y. (The relatively

prime condition of BI 12A is automatic here.) Let 0 be a character of one of these

families, belonging to the block b when regarded as a character of C(J,J'). If

0's family corresponds to the block B of G, then bG= B (BII 2D). The 2-blocks

of C(J) of defect 2 also have defect group (J,J'}. By BI 10B there is a 1-1 cor-

respondence between blocks of C(J) with defect group <J,J'> and blocks of

defect 2 of the normalizer in C(J) of <J,J'}, i.e., C(J, J'). If the block bx of C(J, J')

corresponds to the block Bx of C(J), then bxw = Bx. From BII 2G the blocks of

C(J,J') and C(J,J')I(J,J'} are in 1-1 correspondence: a character of

C(J,J')I(J,J'} belonging to a given block belongs to the corresponding block

when regarded as a character of C(J,J'). As the characters of defect 0 of

C(J,J')I(J,J") are in 1-1 correspondence with blocks of defect 0, each block
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of defect 2 of C(J,J') contains exactly one such character (as a character of

C(J,J')).

Thus if b is a 2-block of C(J,J') of defect 2, b G and Z>C(J) are blocks of defect 2 ;

from BII 2C, (bC(J))G = bG. Now C(J,/')/</, J'> is isomorphic to <J",5>. If A is

an element of order 3 normalizing but not centralizing (J,J'}, condition V on G

yields A'1 SA ^ S~l. (J",Sy is a dihedral group. The two-dimensional irreducible

characters are induced from the nontrivial one-dimensional characters of <S>.

If X generates the character group of <5> and if A ~ 1SA = S", then Xa (the character

associated to X by A) is X". As Amand X ~m induce the same character, we may let

the class {Sm,S~m} of <J",5> correspond to the character induced by Xm; this

correspondence is preserved under the action of A. Since A moves at least one

class of <5>, it moves at least one two-dimensional character; that is, there is a

character 0 of degree 2 generating a family of three associate characters (A gener-

ates the normalizer of (J,J'y over C(J,J')). Thus there is at least one set of three

blocks b4,b5,b6 of C(J) of defect 2 for which b% = b5G= b¿>= B2, a block of G

of defect 2. These are the only blocks b of C(J) with bG = fl2. Let <¡>l,<pi„<i>i be

the modular characters for b4,b5,b6, respectively (cf. paragraph 3). The Cartan

matrix for each of these blocks is [4] (the ordinary characters of any one are

9S,9'S, 0_s, 0'_s for suitable s).

If x is an ordinary character of B2, the Cartan matrix [4] means no decompo-

sition number for the section of J and x is ±2, otherwise that is the only entry

in its column (cf. paragraph 8). The entries are 0 or ± 1, then. Because the defect

is 2, B2 contains at most four ordinary characters [8]. There must be then exactly

four characters, and the orthogonality to the column of degrees means that they

all have the same degree and the following decomposition (Ö = ± 1):

4>i 05 <t>i

«il à Ö            8

ÇX2 — «5 —ö —ô

¿13 -<5 <5 -S

¿14 à — ô — ô.

11. A formula of Brauer [5] will be applied several times to the principal block

and the block of defect 2 above. The formula is given not in its most general form,

but in the form it takes in the present case. Let b be a 2-block of C(J) and </>j

any member of a basis of the modular characters of b, i.e., any member of the set

of transforms of the modular characters by a unimodular transformation (integral

coefficients ). Let B = bG. Let dfj and d'y be the decomposition numbers for the

section of J relative to 0/for the characters XieB and ^,'eb, respectively. Let

h, - XXJ)M<Z2 - 1) + Xi(J')ß(q -e)+ X¡(JJ')l2(q - e). Then
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(2) g Z(Xi(J))2dfjlXi(i) = (<i(q2-i))3  I (W /Zi'(l).

12. If (2) is applied to the block B2 above and the modular character </>4,

there results ôg = q3(q — é)Çlx(ï), forcing <5 = 1. Generally, if H is a sub-

group of G and / is a character of G, the multiplicity of the principal character

of H in x\H is |//| _1 y.AE¡1 x(A). As this must be a rational integer, one ob-

tains y.Ae„ x(A) = 0 (mod|H|). For çn and // = <R> this yields {u(l) = 0

(mod ¿(<¡f 4-e)), or, as ¿n(l) is even, £u(l) = (q + e)a, a an integer. Thus

g = q\q2-l)a.

13. One further numerical function is useful in discussing the principal block.

For A e G, let c(A) be the number of X e G with X2 = AThen a is a class function,

so that a(A) = Hoxx(A) summed over the characters of G. From [12] ax is given

as follows: if x comes from a representation in the real numbers, ax — 1. If x is

real but the representation cannot be put in the real numbers, ax = — 1. Otherwise,

ax = 0. Moreover, if x has an odd degree, <rx # — 1.

If A e C(J) and A is 2-regular, a (JA) = 0, or Haxx(JA) = 0. Expressing the ^'s

in terms of the decomposition numbers and modular characters for the section

of J and using the independence of the modular characters of C(J), one finds that

the column of axs is orthogonal to each column of decomposition numbers for

the section of J. Let o-¡ = <rÍ4.

14. Certain relations involving the characters of the principal block are valid

regardless of which decomposition is correct. For 1 ¿ i g 4 let ¿¡(Rft) = e¡, Rb # 1,

so that e¡( = ± 1) is independent of b (paragraph 7). The orthogonality relations

for the sections of 1 and J imply 1 + ô2e2 4- <53e3 + <54e4 = 0.

The characters of defect 1 all have the same degree d, by paragraph 9 and

their exceptional nature. The results of paragraph 7 and the orthogonality relations

for R6 and 1 give 2sed 4-14- e2d2 4- e3d3 + e4d4 = 0, where d¡ = ¿¡(1)- Finally,

the orthogonality of degrees and decomposition numbers (in the first column)

gives 1 4- ¿2^2 4- ¿3^3 4- ôAd4 = 0.

15. Suppose now there were only seven characters in the principal block.

As the algebraic conjugate of any character in this block is also in it [7], {2 and

£3 are algebraic conjugates (by paragraph 4) and <52 = <53, d2 = d3, e2 = e3,

er2 = a3. Since i4(J) = — b4eq, dA is odd ; as £4 must be its own complex con-

jugate (regardless of e), <74=1. By paragraph 13, 1 4- 2<52c2 4- <54 = 0. If

e = — 1, £2 and £3 are complex conjugate, <r2 = 0, and <54 = — 1. If e = 1, each

{¡ is real (as the <¡>Jj are), a2^0, and <54 = 1. Thus <54 = e.

From the orthogonality of sections using the second column, ö2e2 4- <54e4 = 0.

The relations of paragraph 14 give 83e3 = — 1, so <54e4 = 1. As 1 + 2è2d2 4- (54d4 = 0

and degrees are positive, 52 = — <54. Thus <52 = <53 = — <54 = — e, e2 = e3 = e4 = e,

and d4 = 2á2 — e. Also, from paragraph 14, dse = —2d2, forcing eE— — 1.

16. Formula (2) applied to the principal block and <¡>XJ, simplified with the

information above (and with Ç2(J) = è,3(J) = — \ö3e(q — e)) becomes
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(3) g(d + (q- e))2 = q\q2 - \)2(q 4- e)d(d - e).

Using the result of paragraph 12 we obtain

(4) qa(d + (q- e))2 = (q2 - i)(q + e)d(d - e).

Now q is a prime power, so q | d or q \ (d — e). However, if q | (d — e), the left

side of (4) is divisible by q3, so in fact q3\(d — e). Since (g/c(J))(C2(J)¡d2) is

an algebraic integer (cf. BI), q2a(q — e)¡d is a rational integer. As q2 is prime

to d, this means d\a(q — e). Since d S: q3 + e, we have a^(q3 + e)(q — e)-1.

But (4) implies a < q~i(q2 - l)(q + e), and the combination of these two in-

equalities yields the contradiction qe < — 2q2 + 1.

Thus q | d. Then d — e is prime to q and to d + q — e, so that (d — e) | a, from

(4). Now £4(R6) = e (Rb Ï 1); thus (cf. paragraph 12) d4 s e (mod Kg 4- e)) and

d = 2e (mod ^(3 4- e)). As d is even, then (q + e)\(d — 2e). Since g and q + e

are relatively prime, we have d = bg(q + e) — 2q for some b 2: 1. Then the con-

ditions d — e ^a < q~l(q2 — l)(q + e) force b = 1, a = d — e. Substitution in

(4) leads to e = 1. Thus, potentially, g = <j3(<j2 — l)(q2 — q - 1), and d = q(q — 1).

17. To rule out this case, we use (2) applied to <j>2. The right-hand side in

general is — eq2(q2 — \)(q 4- e)(3q 4- e). The orthogonality of sections (with the

second column) gives b2d2 4- ¿4rf4 4- ö5d5 + ô1d1 = 0. Let/= ô5d5. Then in the

present case, ô1d1 = 1 — %q(q — 1) —/. Substitution into (2) of these values and

the values found above (along with Ç5(J) = — ̂à5e(q + e), ¿7(J) = —ô7e(q + e))

yields the quadratic equation for/:

4(<22 + lq + l)/2 - A(q + l)(q3 - Aq2 + 5q + 1)/

(5)
+ q(q + l)2(q-2)(q2-q-l) = 0.

However, the discriminant of this quadratic is 16(q + l)2(4q + 1)( — 3q2 + 6^ + 1),

which is negative, whereas / is real.

18. Thus the correct number of characters in the principal block is eight.

From £,2(J) = o2, <J3(J) = — eö3q, ¡;A(J) = — ebAq, (2) for the character <j>[

becomes

(6) g(i + ô2 \d2 + ö3q2/d3 + bAq2\d¿ = q\q2- l)2 (q + e).

Now in general if A, B, C are in G, then the number of times C is a product

A'B' with A' conjugate to A, B' to B, is given by

(7) (A,B;C) = (glc(A)c(B)) ¿Zx(A)x(B)W)lx(i)

summed over the characters of G [9]. (This relation is the source of Brauer's

formulas.) In the present case, (J,J;C) is the number of involutions J* with

J*CJ* = C_1. When C = RV 1 this number is q + e. Since E^R*)

= y.t]'r(Rb) = £e (paragraph 7), summed over each family, and since (t]JJ))2

= (tl'r(J))2 = (<!- e)2 (paragraph 9), (7) for (J,J;Rb) becomes
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(8) (q + e) = (glq2(q2-l)2)((q-e)22Eeld + 1 4- e2d2 + e3q2\d3 + e4q2/d4)

(d = nr(l) = n'r(l).) Elimination of g from (7) and (8) yields

(9) (q - e)2 2seld + e2\d2 4- e3q2\d3 + e4q2\d4 = b2\d2 4- 83q2/d3 + 84q2/d4.

Orthogonality of the second column with the e,'s gives S3e3 + b4e4 = 0.

As these numbers are + 1 's, we may assume b3 = e3, b4 = — e4. From

1 4- ¿>2e2 4- <53e3 4- b4e4 = 0 (paragraph 14), b2 = — e2. Then the relations of

paragraph 14 give esd = — 1 — b3d3. If now in (9) we substitute these results,

we obtain 1 + b3d3 — e(q — e)b2d2, and b4d4 = — eqb2d2. Because the degrees

are positive, b3 = eb2 and b4= — eb2.

19. The order of G may now be determined up to a determination of e. First,

if <J3 and £4 were complex conjugate, then b3 = b4, e3 = e4. But this would

violate b3e3 4- b4e4 = 0. Thus each character is real, and as the degrees are odd

(from the values on J), a3 = a4 = 1. In addition, ^2 is self-conjugate and of

odd degree; thus o-2 = l. Then from paragraph 13, \ + b2 + b3 + b4 = 0. From

paragraph 18, this is 1 4- b2 = 0. Hence b2= — 1, <53 = — e, b4 = e (and e = 1).

With these values and the fact that d4 = qd2, (6) becomes

(10) g(d2 - l)2 = q\q + e)3(q - e)d2d3.

Because e2 = 1 (= — b2), restriction of £,2 to <R> shows that (q 4- e) | (d2 — 1)

(since d2 is odd). As d3 = (q — e)d2 + e, d3 is then prime to both q + e and q — e.

Writing g = q3(q2 — l)a (paragraph 12), we have d31 q3a. Thus (10) in

the form (q3a¡d3)(d2 - l)2 = q2(q + e)2d2 yields (d2 - 1) | q(q + e). Since

(q + e)\(d2 - 1), (d2 - 1) = b(q + e) where b\q.

On the other hand, as q3\g, q\d2 or q\d3. As d2 = be 4-1 (mod q) and

d3=—b (mod q), it must be that either b = 1 (and e = — 1) or b = q. But from

£2 restricted to a 2-Sylow subgroup we have d2 = b2=— 1 (mod8), or

(2 4- e)b = 3 (mod 4). If then b — 1, e would have to be 1. Thus b = q.

In summary, then: d2 = q(q + e) + I, d3 = q3, d4 = q2(q + e) + q, and

g = q3(q2-Í)(q(q + e) + í).

20. To determine e (and obtain other degrees) we apply (2) to (j)2 (the right

side is given in paragraph 17). Let /5 = b5d5, f6 = b6d6. Then from the ortho-

gonality of the second column with the column of degrees, b3d3 + b4d4 +f5 +f6

= 0, giving/5 4-/6 = — q(q + e). Substituting all known so far in (2) yields

(11) 12e/2 + I2eq(q + e)f5 + q(q + e)2(q(q + e) + 1) - 0.

The discriminant of this quadratic is 16(q2 — \)2( — 3eq), and as a rational

root is required, we must have e = — 1 and q an odd power of 3. Set q = 3m2,

m a power of 3. Then g = q3(q2 — \)(q 4- 1 — 3m)(q 4- 1 4- 3m).

£7 may be taken to be the complex conjugate of £5, and £8 that of £6. /5 and
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/6 haveSopposite signs and are the roots of (11); we choose <55 — —1, ô6

(so b7= -1, ¿8 = 1).

The decompositions and degrees so far are given below:

Principal 2-Block

4>{ 4>J2             <¡>{ Degree

^ 1 0                0 1
¿2 -1 0                0 q2-q + l

¿3 1 1                 1 q3

¿4 -1 -1               -1 q(q2-q + \)

Ç5 0-10 \(q - \)m(q + 1 + 3m)

¿6 0 1                 0 ^(q - l)m(q + Í - 3m)

$7 0 0-1 t(q - l)m(q + I + 3m)

ís 0 0                1 K<Z - l)m(q + 1 - 3m)

2-Block of Defect 1

4>* Degree

i/, 1 33 4-1

n'r -i «3 + i

2-Block of Defect 2 (ß2)

-,2

0s 06 Degree

¿ii 1 1 1 (q - l)(q2 - q + I)

¿,2 -1 "I 1 (q - l)(q2 - q + I)

¿13 -1 1 -1 (q - l)(q2 - q + 1)

¿14 1 -1 -1 (q - í)(q2 - q + 1)

Chapter II.   2-Blocks of Defect 2

In this chapter the characters of defect 2 for the prime 2 are studied. It is shown

that all the blocks of defect 2 have a structure like that of the block B2 of para-

graph I—10. Moreover, the ordinary characters of these blocks make up the

members of two more families of exceptional characters associated with the

elements of <S>.

1. The goal of the first few paragraphs is the determination of the centralizers

of elements S" ^ 1, and this is done by ruling certain primes out of the orders

of these centralizers.

Let 4eGbea 2-regular element whose order is divisible by 3. Then we shall

show that c(A) 12q3. First, nr(A) - n'r(A) = 0 and 1 - Ç2(A) + Ç3(A) - U(A) = 0,
from orthogonality with decomposition numbers. As d3 = q3, £3 has defect 0

for 3 and ¿3G4) = 0. In addition, rjr(A) and n'r(A) do not depend on r. The ortho-

gonality relations for A and R then give r\r(A) = n'r(A) = 1. Since (g¡c(A))(r¡r(A)lr¡r(\))

is an algebraic integer, c(A)\q3(q — 1). From property IV, c(R") = q — 1 for
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R" / 1. Thus no element of order dividing \-(q — 1) centralizes A, because <R>

contains a p-Sylow subgroup for any prime p dividing \(q — 1). Hence c(A) 12q3.

It follows that no element of odd order dividing q3 + 1 (except 1) is centralized

by such an A.

2. At this point the structure of the 2-blocks of defect 2 may be established.

Let T0eN((J,J'y)r\C(J") of order 3 give T0-1 JT0 = J' (cf. paragraph 1-10).

T0 normalizes <5>, but, by assumption V, does not centralize S. In fact, the

result above implies T0 centralizes no member of <5> but 1. Because T0 con-

jugates no member of <S> (but 1) to its inverse, the discussion in paragraph

I—10 implies that each character of degree 2 of (•/".S') belongs to a family of

three associate characters, and each family leads to a 2-block of defect 2 of G.

Thus all these blocks have the decomposition given for B2 at the end of Chapter I.

Each has four ordinary characters of degree (q — l)(q2 — q + 1).

3. Consider now elements whose orders contain primes dividing q2 — q + 1.

(Such elements will be discussed in detail in Chapter IV.) The characters of 2-defect

2 of the previous paragraph and those of defect 1 (paragraph 1-9) all have orders

divisible by q2 — q + 1. Thus they are of defect 0 for any prime dividing q2 — q + 1

and vanish on the elements under consideration. The same holds for £2 and £4.

The degrees of £5 and £7 being divisible by q + 1 + 3m, these characters have

defect 0 for primes dividing q + 1 + 3m. Similarly, S,6 and £8 have defect 0 for

primes dividing q 4- 1 — 3m.

Let V be an element whose order contains a prime dividing q + 1 — 3m, and

W one whose order contains a prime dividing q + 1 + 3m. Both elements are

2-regular, and from the orthogonalities to the decomposition numbers in the

principal block along with the results on vanishings, we have ¿3(F) = £,3(W) = — 1,

£5(V) = Ç7(V) = -1, and £,6(W) = ÇS(W) = 1. In the computation of (J, V; W)

and (J, W; V) (cf. paragraph 1-18) only characters of positive 2-defect need be

considered, as the others vanish on J. Thus one obtains

(1)(J, V; W) = (q2 + í)(q2-q + \)¡c(V) and (J, W; V) = (q2 + l)(q2-q + l)lc(W).

Now c(V) is odd and \(q2 4- 1) is prime to g; thus as the left sides are integers,

c(V) | (q2 - q + 1). Similarly, c(W) \ (q2 - q + 1).

4. The centralizer of S" (# 1) may now be determined. If AeC(S") has

prime order p, then p # 3 by paragraph 1 and p \'(q2 — q 4- 1) by paragraph 3.

As in paragraph 1, pX\(q -1). Thus the prime factors of c(S") are among those of

q 4- 1. Thus C(Sa) = <J, J',Sy of order q + 1.

5. The theory of exceptional characters will now be applied. <5> is normal

in N((J,J'y) = (J,J',J",S,T0y. If A-'S'AeNdJ^'y) for AeG,Sa¥=l, then

A~1SaA = Sb. Since C(S") = C(Sb), A normalizes <J,J',5> and thence <J,J'>,

i.e., AeN((J, J'y). As S"is a power of JSa(S" is of odd order), the same holds if

A~lJS"A eiV((/,J')). The members of <JS> other than 1 and J then represent

special classes of iV«J,J'».
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The group N((J,J'y) is the semi-direct product of the normal subgroup <■/, J'y

and the subgroup <J", T0,Sy. The characters may be found following Mackey [15].

Table 2 gives the part of the character table needed. Here ij/t is the character of

degree 2 of <•/",£> whose value on S" is t" + i"a, where i(# l)isa(g 4- l)/4th

root of unity. If T^STq = S", set (' = t" and t" = f\ Çu = Ç, whenever u = t±nl,

and Ci = ÍÍ-». There are (g-3)/24 of the £ and (g - 3)/8 of the £,'.

Table 2

Value on 1 J Sa JSa

Character
C. 6 6     ^(SO + M^ + MS*) C,(5a)

CÍ 6-2 Cr(5a) IMS") - MS") - iMS")

six of

degree one        111 1

two of

degree three      3—1 3 —1

6.   The families {(,} and {Ct} serve as the source of exceptional characters

(paragraph 1-6). As the case q = 21 is different, let q>21 for the moment.

The two families are maximal for the special classes of paragraph 5. Let {n,} and

{>]',}  be  the  resulting families  of exceptional  characters. Here n,\N((J,J'y)

= £iC(4-f/i andr¡¡\N((J,J'y) = e[Z,'+ n[, with ex= ±\, e[ = ± 1.   The Ç, appear

in nx and in n\ with equal   multiplicity,   the   £,' in   nx   and  in r\'x with equal

multiplicity.   The   orthogonality relations on N((J,J'y) yield   Zi((.Sa) = — 1,

£íí(Sa) = -3, ICr(JrSfl)=-l,and Zfi(JS") = l.for 5V 1 ; the sums are over the

indicated families. As in paragraph 1-7, one finds that the following are all rational

integers independent of a(Sa# 1): r¡x(Stt), n^JS"), n'x(Sa),n[(JSa), and x(S") and

x(JS") for nonexceptional characters x-

1. These exceptional characters are exactly the characters of 2-defect 2 as

will now be shown. The characters \jj, introduced above are 0 on J", and <J",S>

has besides the 1-character a linear character which is — 1 on J" and 1 on (S).

The orthogonality relations in <J",5> give H^t(Sa) = — 1, SV 1. These equa-

tions used in the matrix of character values of <J", S> show that the \j/t are a

basis for functions on the set K of (q — 3) /8 classes of <J", S> represented by the

S" ¥= 1. Moreover, if (/»/ is the modular character of C(/) corresponding to 9S

(paragraph 1-3), - 4>JS(S") = ^¡(S") where t = s2. If / is a character of G, con-

sider the function on X given by x(JS"), expressed as a linear combination of the

\¡/t. From paragraph 6 any nonexceptional character gives equal coefficients,

while the exceptional ones do not because (q — 3)/8 > 3. But the characters of

2-defect 2 do not give equal coefficients, either. These characters then coincide

with the exceptional ones. Since (when q>21) (q — 3)/8 > 6, a comparison of
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coefficients shows that the ordinary characters of a 2-block of defect 2 are ijt,

n't, n't., and n't„, and that the modular characters of C(J) involved are ¡ftf, (¡>JS,,

and (bJs„ where s2 = t, (s')2 = t', (s")2 = t". It follows also that ex = e'x = -1.

Finally, since the <ftf are real, the decomposition for the section of J of a con-

jugate character is the same as that of the original. But as the decompositions

for the characters of 2-defect 2 specify the character, these characters are all real.

8. The values of the characters of G other than these exceptional characters

on S" # 1 may now be determinant by a technique like that of paragraph 1-7.

Restriction of a nonexceptional character x to <5> gives x(l) = x(S")

(mod(<7 4- l)/4), S"# 1 (recall /(S"2) is independent of a). Thus modulo (g 4-1)/4,
¿2(5a) = - U(Sa) = 3, t3(Sa) = US°) = ¿8(S")= -¿5(Sa) ■ -ii(Sa)= -l.Now

c(S) = q 4- 1 = SIxCS)!2; summed over the characters of G. Let n'l(S") = x,

n[(S") = y. The contribution to the sum from the principal 2-block is at least

24, which is what comes if all the congruences are equalities. If we delete all non-

exceptional characters but those of the principal 2-block, then

(2) q + 1^24 +  I|>/((S)|2 +   y.\n't(S)\2.

This simplifies (by use of character relations in iV«J,J'») to

(3) ((q - 3)x2/24 + 2x) 4- ((q - 3)y2/8 + 6y) ^ 0.

Since still q > 27, so that in fact q ^ 243, this forces x = y = 0. Then not only

are all the congruences equalities (because (2) is now an equation) but all non-

exceptional characters other than those of the principal 2-block vanish on S and

therefore on S"# 1. Further, nt(S")= -US"), n't(Sa)= -Ç,(S").

9. Suppose now that q = 27. Then only the CÍ furnish exceptional characters.

All powers of S are conjugate (except 1) and Ç,(S) = — 1. The argument of para-

graph 7 still implies that the exceptional characters are the last three characters

of the single block of 2-defect 2. The first character ofthat block, now being non-

exceptional, has a rational integral value on S. The rest then have the same value,

from the orthogonality to the decomposition numbers for J. The same sort of

argument as in paragraph 8, but without the quadratic discussion, yields again

that those congruences are equalities and that the common value on S for the

characters of 2-defect 2 is + 1. The congruence obtained from the restriction to

<S> shows it to be 1. (The first character will still be labelled nt.)

Chapter III. The 3-Sylow Subgroup

In this chapter the results of the main theorem related to the 3-Sylow subgroup

are obtained, along with values of characters on the various 3-elements. One

of the main tools is the fact that <JR> can be included in the normalizer of

3-groups used in a step-by-step build-up of the 3-Sylow subgroup; the rough

effect is that q itself behaves like a prime (this kind of behavior is common in

families of simple groups).
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1. First, some character values: let X ^ 1 be any member of G of order a

(positive) power of 3. Since X is 2-regular, all characters of a 2-block of defect 2

have the same value on X; because these characters are exceptional, all characters

of 2-defect 2 have the same value on X. Let b(X) be this value. From the principal

2-block, UX) - 1 - U(X), ísOO - UX) = ¿7(X) - UX) = - U(X) (recall
¿3(X) = 0). These relations and the orthogonality of X and S give b(X) = 2Ç4(X) — 1.

Let F be the group of all T(x), xeFq (paragraph 1-1) and let T = T(l). Re-

striction of the real character f 4 to F gives ¿4(T) = aq, where a is a rational

integer. As Ç4(JT) = 0, a is even. From above, b(T) = 2aq — 1. The contrib-

ution to c(T) = y. | x(T) |2 from characters of 2-defect 2 is then (q - 3)(2aq-l)2/6.

As c(T) ^2q3 (paragraph II—1) and a is even, a must be 0. Then £2(T) = 1,

£4(T) = 0, and b(T) = -1. Then for (T,T;R) one obtains the integer

(q — V)(q2 4- V)q4lc(T)2, implying c(T)\2q2. In particular, Tcannot be a central

element of a 3-Sylow subgroup of G.

2. We now start "building" a 3-Sylow subgroup. Since C(T) 3 C(F), C(F)

(which contains J) has order twice a power of 3, and its 3-Sylow subgroup Px

is normal. <R> normalizes F (see [11]) and therefore C(F). Consequently <R>

normalizes Px. In general, if <R> normalizes the 3-group //, no nonidentity

element of <R> centralizes a nonidentity element of H. If | H | = /i, then (q —1)/2

divides h — 1, or, as ft is a power of 3 and odd, h = 1 (mod(g — 1)). Since ft|q3,

h can only be 1, q, q2, or <¡r3.

If X is in the center of some 3-Sylow subgroup of G containing F, then X

is also in Pt. Moreover, if X / 1, then X$F, for the nonidentity elements of

F are conjugate to T or T"1 (— 1 is not a square in F9). Thus there are central

elements of order 3 of Px not in F. Thus Px=£ F and so | Px | = q2. As <R> nor-

malizes the center of Px, Px must be Abelian. Since F is elementary Abelian, so

is Px. Finally, c(T) must now be 2q2.

3. Certain character values may now be made more precise. Let X # 1 be

an element in the center of a 3-Sylow subgroup of G. Because the central ele-

ments of any 3-Sylow subgroup of G containing F are in Px, it follows that X

is of order 3 and c(X) = q3. (X cannot centralize an involution.) Then one finds

(1) (X,T;R) = (q - l)(q3 + q -(q + \)U(X))ßq2.

»As this is an integer, £,4(X) is a rational integer and ¿4(A^) = q + aq2 for some

rational integer a. Since |¿4(X)\2 <q3, a =0. Thus £,4(X) = q, £,2(X) =\—q,

and b(X) = 2q — 1 (paragraph 1).

More generally, let Y be any element of order 3 for which q2 \c(Y) (e.g., YePx).

Then one finds

(2) (Y,X;R) = (q~ l)(q3 - q2 + q(q + 1) U(Y))/c(Y).

If the power of 3 in c(Y) is kq2, k\q, it must be that ¿4(^) = q(i 4- ak), a a
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rational integer. As k S: 1 and (Y,X;R)^0, a 2: — 1. But if a = —1, k must

be 1 and £4(Y) = 0. On the other hand, since |¿4(7)|2 < c(Y) g 2kq2, a^O.

If a = 0, then Tis not conjugate to Tor T~l. The contribution to c(Y) = kq2

from the characters of 2-defect 2 then being (q — 3)(2q — l)2/6, which is more

than q3¡3, k must be q and Tmust be a central element.

In short, either £4(y) = 0 and c(Y) ^ 2q2 or Ç4(Y) = q  and c(Y) = g3.

4. With this information we can establish the center of a 3-Sylow subgroup.

In Px, consider the set of elements X # 1 such that X is in the center of some

3-Sylow subgroup of G containing F. Although these elements and 1 do not

form a subgroup a priori, nevertheless they are permuted under conjugation

by the group (JRy and no such element is fixed by a member of <JR> — <1>.

There are then a(q — 1) such elements, a > 0 an integer. The multiplicity of the

identity in Ç2\PX is then, from paragraph 3, [(q2 — q + 1) 4- a(q —1)(1 — q)

4- ((q2 — 1) — a(q — \))\¡q2 = 2 — a + (a~\)jq. As this must be a non-negative

integer, a can only be 1.

If X is one of these q — 1 central elements, so is X"1, and for some A e (JRy,

A~1XA = X~l. Since A2 then centralizes X, A = J. In general, if <J> nor-

malizes the odd subgroup H and //' is the set of elements conjugated to their

inverses by J, then | C(J) n//| |//'| = |//|. With H = PX there are then q-1

nonidentity elements of Px inverted by J. Thus the q — 1 central elements are

exactly these elements. Since they all commute, they and 1 form a group C of

order q, which will turn out to be the center of a 3-Sylow subgroup.

The set C — <1> can be characterized as the set of X e Px, X ^ 1, such that X

is in the center of some 3-Sylow subgroup of G containing Px, for that set is

contained in C — <1> and is also permuted by conjugation by (JRy. Consequently,

anything normalizing Px normalizes C. Px being properly normal in some 3-group

of G, Px is not a 3-Sylow subgroup of N(PX). An odd prime factor p of q3 4- 1

cannot divide N(PX), for an element of order p would normalize C and thence, as

pX(q — 1), centralize a member of C — <1>. Quite similarly, there is no 4-group

in N(PX). Thus ¡^(Pj)! = kq2(q — 1) where k\q, k > 1. Now for any prime p

dividing q — i, the p-Sylow subgroup of N(PX) is in the center of its normalizer

in N(PX): for p = 2, this Sylow subgroup is <J>, and for other p it is <R'> for

some a, with normalizer <JR> (no involution conjugates R"to R~" without

centralizing J). From Burnside's Theorem [13, p. 203], each such Sylow subgroup

has a normal complement. The intersection of these complements is a 3-Sylow

subgroup P of N(PX). Since <R> then normalizes P, k = q and P is a 3-Sylow

subgroup of G.

Any central element of P lies in C, as Px cz P. But <R> normalizes the center

of P; consequently C must be that center. Px = CF (for C r>F = <1». Just as

for Px, since anything normalizing P normalizes C, | N(P) | = q3(q — 1) and

N(P) = N(PX). Then Px is normal in N(P).

5. Consider the permutation representation of G given by the action of right
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multiplication of cosets of N(P). The degree of the character 0 of this representation

is q3 4-1 and it contains Çx with multiplicity 1 (cf.[13]). None of the r¡r or

n'r can be in 0 because their degrees are too large. If Jx is an involution with

JXRJX = R"1, then R and JR fix N(P)JX # N(P), in addition to N(P). If then £¡

has multiplicity m¡ in 0, 2 :£ 1 + m2 + m3 + m4 and 2 ;£ 1 — m2 + m3 — m4.

Thus 1 ̂  m3; as £3 has degree <j3, 9 = Çx + ¿3. Thus [13] this action is doubly

transitive. In particular, if AeP — <1>, 0(^4) = 1 and P is the only 3-Sylow

subgroup containing A. There are thus q6 — 1 elements with order a positive

power of 3. Finally, if AeP - <1> and R_1,4ReP, then BeN(P).

6. The group <R> normalizes P and no member of <R> — 1 centralizes any

member of P — <1>. If H is any normal subgroup of P normalized by <R>, the

same conclusion holds for the action of <R> on P/H. Moreover, if H is a subgroup

of P of index q that is normalized by <R>, the normalizer of H in P is also nor-

malized by <R> and must be P itself. Then P/H must be elementary Abelian.

Thus P/CF is elementary Abelian. Furthermore, CFjC is in the center of P/C.

For if not, CF/C meets that center only in 1; but then P/C would be Abelian

because CF/C is, and CF/C would be in the center after all.

7. We may obtain further character values for central elements of P. Because

c(T) = 2q2, T has q(q - l)/2 conjugates in N(P), all of which lie in the normal

subgroup Px (cf. the last remark of paragraph 5). Tand T"1 are not conjugate,

for if so, Ç5(T) = ÇS(T~1) would imply that ,?5(JT)-^5(Jr_1) belongs to a prime

ideal divisor of 2 in the field of gth roots of unity, which is not so. T _1also has

q(q — l)/2 conjugates in Px, and Px — C thus consists entirely of conjugates of T

andT-1.

If then x is a character of G, because the members of C — <1> are all conjugate

(paragraph 4), x\Pi gives

X(l) + (q~ 1)X(X) + q(q - D(x(T) + x(T~l))/2 = 0 (mod q2)

where X stands for a member of C —<1>. Since from /|F one has

(q - l)(x(T) + xtf-'W s - 1 (mod q),

one obtains

(3) x(X) = x(l)(™odq2).

Because \x(X)\2 f^c(X) = q3, this congruence can usually be replaced by an

equality. Thus Ç5(X) = ^(X) =-(q + m)/2 and £6(X) = Ça(X) = (q- m)\2.

8. The rest of this chapter concerns the elements of P outside Px = CF. If y is

such an element, Y3 ePx (paragraph 6). However, if Y3 = AB, AeC, with Be F

and Bt^I, then Y centralizes B, an impossibility. Thus Y3eC. Moreover, if

BeF, then B~lYBeYC (paragraph 6). Two different R's give two different

members of YC, for otherwise again Y centralizes a member of F — <1>. Thus
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YC consists of conjugates of Y. < Y> is of order 3 or 9 ; in either case £21 < Y>

shows ¿2(Y) to be a rational integer congruent to 1 (mod 3) (£2 is real).

That this congruence is an equality comes as follows : there is enough information

on orders of centralizers to compute the contribution to Z|¿2(^4)|2, summed

over AeG, from elements not conjugate to members of P — Px. (The section of J

has 3g/8 members and £2 is 0 on any element whose order is not prime to q2 — q +1.)

The contribution to the sum from elements conjugate to members of P — Px

is then g less the first contribution; explicitly, it is q2(q — l)(q3 4- 1). But this is

exactly the number of such elements, and the congruence implies ¿2(Y) = 1 for

all such Y.

9. Consider now those Y e P - Px for which JYJ = Y""1. Since \C(J) n P | = q,

there are q2 — 1 members A of P — <1> with JAJ = A~l (cf. paragraph 4).

Because only q — 1 of them are in Px (viz., the members of C — <1», there are

q2 - q such Y. From ¿2(Y) = 1 one obtains ¿4(Y) = 0, and £5, <*6, f7, and £g all

have the same value on Y. In the computation of (Y,X; J) only the characters of

the principal 2-block enter, for in 2-blocks of defect 1 or 2 all characters have the

same value on Y and on X and the sum of the values on J is 0. Using the values

known, one has

(4) (Y,X;J) = q(q2 -i)(q + 6m£5(Y))/c(Y).

Then first of all ¿5(Y) is a rational integer. The centralizer of J permutes (by

conjugation) the pairs (YX,XX) for which YXXX = J, Yx conjugate Y, Xx to X;

only the identity can fix a pair. Consequently, c(Y)\(q + 6mÇ5(Y)). 1fc(Y) = kq, k

a power of 3, then k _ 3, as (YyC Ç C(Y). Then ¿5(Y) = am, a an integer, and

l + 2a = kb, b an integer. From kq = c(Y) > 4|£5(Y)|2 and the fact that b

must be odd, one finds k = 3 and £S(Y) = m. Thus C(Y) = {YyC.

10. The conjugates by members of P of an element Y of paragraph 9 may be

determined as follows: as P/Px is Abelian (paragraph 6) the conjugates of Y lie in

YPX = YCF. If Of1 YQi= YX¡T¡, i = 1,2, are two such conjugates, where

ß(eP, X¡eC, and T,eF, then if Q21TiQ2 = X3TX, X3eC, we have

(ei02)"1>'(ôte2) = Y(XxTx)(X2T2)X3. But for some T3 eF, TflYT*- YX~3l

(paragraph 8), so that Y(X1Ti)(X2T2) is a conjugate of Y Thus the elements A

for which Y A is a conjugate of Y by members of P form a subgroup of CF

containing C and therefore of the form CF(Y), F(Y) a subgroup of F of index 3

(since Yhas q2/3 conjugates by members of P). Replacing Yby a conjugate by an

element of <R>, if necessary, we may assume T £F(Y).

11. The other elements of P — Px may now be described. Let QeP and

QT1YQ=YA, AeCF(Y). If Q~lTQ = TXx, XxeC, and if TxeF gives

Tl~1YTl = YX\~\ then (QTx)~i(YT)(QT1) = YTA. Thus (YT)CF(Y) consists of

conjugates of YT(by members of P). Since c(YT) ^ 3é?, this set is all the conjugates

of YTby members of P and c(YT) = 3q. Similarly c(YT~l) = 3qand(YT ~1)CF(Y)

are all conjugates of YT~l by members of P. Note that
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YT'1 =(JT~ly1(YT)~l(JT~1).

The conjugates of Y by (JRy are coset representatives of the cosets of Px in P

other than Px (cf. paragraph 6). If Yx e P — Px some conjugate of Yx by a member

of <,JRy is in YPX. As YPX = YCF(Y)(J(YT)CF(Y)U(YT~1)CF(Y), Yx is

conjugate to Y, YT, or YT . The same sort of discussion shows Y, YT, and YT-1

to be mutually nonconjugate, as an element effecting the conjugation would

be in P.

Y has order 3 or 9, from paragraph 8. However, the order must be 9: for if

QePx,Q~1YQ= YXX with Xx eC , so that QYQ~1= YXf\ Then (YQ)3 = Y3.

Thus if Y3 = 1, P would consist of elements of order 3 or 1. But in such a group

any element commutes with all its conjugates; yet Y has more than c(Y) = 3q

conjugates (by members of P). Thus Y has order 9; the same is true for YT and

YT'1.

Note that the members of CF(Y) are commutator elements Y~1Q~1YQ,

QeP. Thus the derived group, P', contains C properly. As P' is characteristic,

|P'| = q2, and, in fact, P' = CF. Since PjCF is actually elementary Abelian,

CF is also the Frattini subgroup of P.

12. In this paragraph we show that the roles of YT and YT ~ 1may be exchanged.

Explicitly, there is an element R" such that if Yx = R~"YRa, then Te <t(Yx),

just as for Y, and YXTis conjugate in G to YT~l.

For a given R°, F(YX) = R~"F(Y)Ra (Yx = R~"YR"). YXT is conjugate to

YRTR~a and this is to be conjugate to YT~\ Thus TRaTR~" must be in F(Y).

If this is so, T$F(YX), for otherwise RTR"aeF(Y), forcing TeF(Y).

The conjugates of Tby the members of <R> are the T(x) for which xeFq is a

(nonzero)   square.   If  RaTR"a = T(x),   TRTR ~a= T(l 4- x).   Let

H = {x\T(x)eF(Y)},

a subgroup of index 3 of the additive group of Fq. Needed is a nonzero square x

with 1 4- xeH. Suppose no such x exists.

0,1, and — 1 represent the cosets of // in Fq. Then all squares of Fq are in H

and 1 4- H. As — 1 is not a square, there are (q — 3)/4 squares b2 # 0 with 1 4- b2 a

square [11, p. 48]. If b2 e 1 4- H, 1 4- è2 is a square in - 1 4- //. So b2 e//. Since

there are (q — l)/2 nonzero squares in Fq, this means the squares (including 0)

are evenly distributed between H and 1 + // (and each square in 1 4- H is 1 plus

one in //). Now — 1 = a2 + b2 has q + 1 pairs of solutions in Fq [11, p. 46]. As

(q + l)/4 > 1, there is a pair with a2 j= 1, fr2 # 1. If a2 or b2 is in //, the other is

in — 1 + //. So both are in 1 4- //. Then there are c2, d2 in // with a2 = 1 4- c2,

b2 = 1 4- ¿J2. Then c2 + J2 = 0. As — 1 is not a square, c = d = 0, violating

a2 =£ 1, fc2 t¿ 1. Thus x exists and with it Yx.

Chapter IV. Characters of 2-defect 0

In this chapter the rest of the characters of G are obtained. All but two of them
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are exceptional characters associated with elements in G whose orders contain

primes dividing q2 — q 4- 1.

1. First of all, consider elements of G whose order is not prime to q2—q+\.

From paragraph II—4 the order of the centralizer of such an element divides

q2 — q 4- 1. Let F be any element whose order is not prime to q + 1 — 3m. Using

the values of the characters of the principal 2-block on F determined in paragraph

II—4, one finds (J,J; V) = q 4- 1 — 3m. The q + 1 — 3m involutions Jx with

JXVJX = V'1 all lie in the same coset of C(V), so that c(V) ^ q 4- 1 - 3m. But

(g/c(*0)(¿5(J0/¿s(l)) is an algebraic integer; i.e., c(V) \ - 6mq2(q 4- l)(^4-l-3m).

Consequently c(V)= q + 1 — 3m. C(V) thus has a whole coset of involutions

and is therefore Abelian. Quite similarly, if W is an element whose order is not

prime to q + 1 + 3m, C(W) is Abelian of order q 4- 1 4- 3m and has a coset of

involutions.

Thus we obtain two Abelian subgroups M~ and M+ of orders q 4- 1 — 3m and

q + 1 4- 3m, respectively. Each is the centralizer of any nonidentity member.

As each is in addition the centralizer of a Sylow subgroup of G (namely, any of

its own Sylow subgroups), any Abelian subgroup of G of order q + 1 — 3m is

conjugate to M~, any of order q 4- 1 4- 3m to M+. Any conjugate of M ~ is either

M~ or meets M~ only in <1>, for otherwise a common element has too large a

centralizer. Similarly for M +.

2. We next determine the orders of the normalizers of M" and M+. As in

paragraph III—8, the number of members of G with orders prime to q2 — q 4- 1 can

be counted: it is q3(q2 — l)(2<j2 — q + 3)/3. From paragraph 1, the normalizers

N(M') and N(M+) are normalizers of Sylow subgroups. Thus [G: N(M~)] = 1

(mod p) for any prime p dividing q + 1 — 3m. If | N(M~) | = (g 4- 1 — 3m)a, then

as p | q2 — q + 1 and a is prime to q + 1 — 3m, the congruence becomes a = 6 (mod

p). Since p | (q3 4- 1) and g3 is an odd power of 3, — 3 is a square mod p. Then

p ^ 7 and a 3; 6. Similarly, if |N(M +)\ = (q + I + 3m)b, ¿> 2: 6. Thus the number

of elements in all conjugates of M~ and M+ (other than 1) is the left side of

(1)    (q - 3m)gla(q + 1 - 3m) + (q + 3m)glb(q + 1 4- 3m) = q\q2- X)(q-2)\3.

With the inequalities on a and b, this forces a = b = 6.

3. An element of order 3 in N(M~) permutes (by conjugation) the q + 1 — 3m

involutions of paragraph 1 and so centralizes one of them. Taking suitable con-

jugates we assume <J, T> c: N(M~). Similarly we assume <J, T> cz N(M+).

The results of paragraph 1 then say that N(M~ ) and N(M+) are Frobenius groups

with Frobenius kernels M~ and M+, respectively.

4. Preparatory to applying the exceptional theory we discuss the characters of

N(M~) and N(M+). These groups are semi-direct products of <J, T> with

M°° and M+, respectively, and this gives their characters (following [15]). Each

group has six one-dimensional characters. If X is a (linear) character of M~, X # 1,
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then the associate character X, ße<J, T> —<1> is not X. For if X = X, B

normalizes the kernel K of X and induces an action on M ~¡K with no fixed element

but 1. But as the map on M~/K by A is 1 — 1, this cannot be. A similar situation

holds for M +.

Thus for N(M~) there are (q — 3m)/6 6-dimensional irreducible characters 0j"

which are 0 outside M~, and for N(M+), (q 4- 3m)/6 6-dimensional characters

Of, 0 outside M + . The members of M~ — <1> form special classes of N(M~ ),

from paragraph 1 and the fact that M ~ is actually a characteristic subgroup of

N(M~). The characters 0f form a maximal family for these classes. Similarly the

members ofM + — <1> form special classes of N(M+ ) and the 0;+ are a maximal

family.

5. From the exceptional theory there are then two families (although they

must be shown to be distinct, below) of irreducible characters of G, {iff} and

{n?}, forwhichn^ \N(M~) = s~9r + n~ and nf \N(M+) = e+9? +n+,e~ = ± 1,

e+ = ± 1, n~ containing the Of with equal multiplicity, n+ the Of with equal

multiplicity. The orthogonality relations in N(M~) give y.9~(A) = — 1 (summed

over i). AeM~ - <1>. Similarly l0,+(/l) = - 1, AeM+- <1>. Thus if x is

not one of the n~¡, as y\ N(M~) contains the 9^ with equal multiplicity and the

1-dimensional characters of N(M~) are 1 on M", x(A) is a rational integer in-

dependent of A. Similarly, if / is not an r\[, x(A) is a rational integer independent

of AeM+- <1>.

6. It must be shown that these families are distinct and that the characters in

them are new (that is, of 2-defect 0).

In general, let Xi > ■ • ■ > Xn be a family of exceptional characters of G (not containing

the principal character) and K the set of members of G conjugate to members of

the special classes for this family (paragraph 1-6). Suppose the character x of G

(irreducible or not) is constant on K. Then if the multiplicity of x¡ in X is x¡, x¡

does not depend on i. For, gx¿= T,ÁsKx(A)Xi(A) + TAeG-KX(A)Xi(A). When

AeG — K, Xi(A) does not depend on i, while in the first sum x(A) is constant and

HaskXJA) = — "Easg-kXí(A) (from the orthogonality to the principal character)

does not depend on i either. In particular, if x is irreducible^ is none of the

JTi(b>1).

Thus, if an irreducible character of G has the same value on all conjugates to

members of M~ — <1>, that character is not one of the nj ; the same type of

conclusion holds for M+. As the members of 2-blocks of positive defect all have

this property (for both groups—cf. paragraph II—3), these exceptional characters

are indeed new.

If AeM~ — <1>, A is not conjugate to a member of M+, and the n\ all have

the same value on A. No rf¡ is constant on M ~ — <1>, for if so it is not exceptional.

If nk+ = rçf, then nk is not constant on M ~ — <1>, and then none of the f/f are

constant there. But then all the rçf are exceptional for M~. As there are more

?/f than »ff, this cannot be. Thus the two families are distinct.
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7. The characters of these families are real. For, as Of is 0 off M~, its multiplicity

in a character on N(M~) depends only on the values on M~. Since each member of

M~ is conjugate to its inverse, Of"is real. n~ has real values on M~, so that

iff and ij,~ have the same values on M~. Their restrictions to N(M ~)then contain

9¡~ the same number of times. Since (q — 3m)/6 ^ 3, this means that r\~¡ = n¡- or

iff   is real.  Similarly  t¡* is  real.

8. The remaining characters of G can now be given. The members of

(M~ U M+) — <1> represent (q — 3m)/6 + (q 4- 3m)/6 = q/3 conjugate classes of

G. The total number of conjugate classes of G is then q + 8. As q 4- 6 characters

have been described so far, there are two left, ¿;9 and £10. Of the characters of

positive 2-defect, only £5, £6, £7, and £g are nonreal. The number of pairs of

nonreal characters is the same as the number of pairs of mutually inverse classes of

G [12]. That number is 3 (from T,T~l; YT, YT'1; JT, JT'1). Thus J¡= f10.

9. The rest of the chapter is devoted to determining some of the values of these

new characters, including their degrees.

First the technique of paragraph 1-7 and paragraph II—8 is applied to the

exceptional characters. Let Fand Wstand generically for members of M~ — <1>

and M+ — <1>, respectively. S|x(^)|2 — c(V) = g 4- 1 - 3m, summed over the

characters. Those other than the iff have rational integral values on V; if c is the

contribution to the sum from these, c ^ 4 (4 from the principal 2-block, from

paragraph II—3). Moreover, iff(F) = £~0f (V) 4- x, x = n~(V) a rational integer.

The centralizer equation in N(M~) used to simplify the corresponding equation

in G gives

(2) 6 = q- 3mx2/6 - 2e~ x + c.

With the restrictions given above, for q > 27 it can only be that x = 0 and

c — 6. When q = 27, x could be 0 or s". If it were e~, c would be 5. Thus

outside of the principal 2-block and the r¡¡~, one character has value + 1 on V.

As £9 = ¿io, it is not one of these; and there are too many n\ (they all have the

same value on V). So x = £~is ruled out, and again x=0, c = 6.The same argument

as for the contradiction gives ¿9(F) = ¿10(F) = ± 1. All the other characters

except the iff and the four in the principal 2-block are 0 on V.

Quite similarly, n+(W) = 0, ¿9(VF) = £,10(W) = ± 1 and all other characters

besides the ^¡+and the four in the principal 2-block are 0 on W.

10. The iff, the n¡+, Ç9, and £10 are of 2-defect 0 and vanish on <R> — <1> and

<5> — <1> (paragraph 1-7 and paragraph II—8). The congruences obtained from

<R> and <S> imply that their degrees (being divisible by 8) are divisible by q2 — 1.

Since % is 0 on M + — <1> and n¡+ is 0 on M~ — <1>, the degree of r\[ is divisible

by q 4- 1 4- 3m and that of >/f by q 4- 1 - 3m. Thus let £9(1) = £10(1) = c(q2 - 1),

iff(l) = a(q2 - i)(q + 1 4- 3m), iff (1) = b(q2 - \)(q 4-1 - 3m). As the sum of
the squares of the degrees of the characters is g, we have (removing q2 — 1)
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(q - 3m) (q + 1 4- 3m)2(a2 - l)/6
(3)

+ (q + 3m)(q + 1 - 3m)2(b2-1)/6 + 2c2 =2q¡3.

Because the coefficients of a2 — 1 and b2 — 1 exceed 2<¡r/3, a = b = 1. Then

c = m. Thus iff(l) = (q2 - l)(q + 1 4- 3m), iff (1) = (q2 - l)(q + 1 - 3m), and

¿9(1) = ¿io(l) = m(q2 - 1).

Use of the congruences obtained from £9 and ¿10 restricted to M and M +

gives £9(F) = £,X0(V) = - 1 and £9(1Y) = ¿10(1Y) = 1. The orthogonality relations

for Fand 1 give e~ = — 1; for IK and 1, e+ = — 1.

Chapter V. Completion of the Character Table

The gaps in the table are all for elements of the 3-Sylow subgroup, and they

are almost all filled from the orthogonality relations. We shall use the phrase

"A to R" to mean the orthogonality relations applied to the classes of A and R.

A similar phrase is used for characters.

Y to S gives b(Y)=-l and YTto S gives b(YT) = - 1 (cf. paragraph III-l)

so that b(YT~l) = - 1 also. F to Y, lYto Y, and the centralizer relation for Y give

£9(Y)=£10(Y)=-iJv/f(y) = i7f(Y)=-l. VioX,WtoX, and the centralizer relation

on X give É9(X) = É10(X)= -m, r¡r(X)= -(q + 1 + 3m), rli+(X)= ~(q + i-3m).

V to T, W to T, and y to T give - m/2 for the real part of ÇS(T) and a linear

relation connecting the real part of ¿9(T), n¡~(T), and n*(T).Congruences from

restriction to F and the bound provided by c(T) = 2q2, along with the fact that from

r¡7(JT) = n?(JT) = 0, it follows that nf(T) and n¡+(T) must be even, yield

iff (T) = — 3m — 1, iff (T) = 3m — 1. Tto T ~'gives a quadratic relation between

the imaginary parts of £5(T) and £9(T). Finally, (T, T; J) = 0. For if Tx and T2

are conjugate to T, then 7\T2 = J implies (TxJ)~lT2(TxJ) = Tf1, an impossibility.

This gives the imaginary parts up to a sign. The fact that ¿5(T) — ¿5(JT) belongs

to a prime ideal divisor of 2 in the field of gth roots of unity determines one sign,

and as ç9 and ¿;10 have not heretofore been distinguished, the other can be chosen

arbitrarily. The remaining values come from conjugation and orthogonality with

the decomposition numbers.

Finally the values for YT:nr to iff gives r¡r(YT) = n^YT'1) = -1, and

nr to i/f gives n*(YT) = n^YT-1) = — 1. £9 to nr gives m/2 as the real part of

Çg(YT), and Yto YTgives the real part of i5(YT) as - m/2. Tto YTgives the sum

of the imaginary parts of is(YT) and i9(YT) to be 0. Finally, the centralizer

relation on YTgives these imaginary parts up to a sign. From paragraph III—12,

we may replace Y by a conjugate Yx in such a way that YT'1 is conjugate to YXT.

This option allows the sign of the imaginary part of ¡;5(YT) to be chosen arbitrarily.

The simplicity of G follows from the fact that no character takes on a value

equal to its degree on any nonidentity element.

In the character table below, a listing of a paragraph number refers to ex-

ceptional values and where they are discussed (or introduced).
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1 RV1   SV1    V W

87

Character

¿i

¿2

¿3

¿4

¿5

¿6

¿7

¿8

¿9

¿10

n,
Vr

Ht
It

m
rit

1

q2-q + \

q3

q(q2 -q + l)

(q-\)m(q + 1 + 3m)/2

(q-l)m(q + 1 - 3m)/2

(q - l)m(q + 1 4- 3m)/2

(q-l)m(q + 1 - 3m)/2

m(<f2 - 1)

m(q2 - 1)

434-l

q3 + l

(q-l)(q2-q + l)

(q-l)(q2-q + V

(q2-l)(q + l + 3m)

(q*-V)(q+\-3m)

1

1

1

1

0
0

0

0

0
0

1-6
1-6

0

0
0
0

1

3
-1

-3

1
-1

1
-1

0

0

0

0

11-6

II-6

0

0

1

0
-1

0
-1

0
-1

0
-1

-1

0

0

0

0
IV-

0

I

0
-1

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

IV-5

1

\-q

0

q
-(q 4- m)/2

(q-m)/2

-(q + m)/2

(q - m)\2

— m

— m

1

1

0

0

m

m

m

m

— m

— m

1

1

2<f-l
2q -1

-q — 1 — 3m    —

- q — 14- 3m    —

Value on YT YT'

Character

¿i

¿2

¿3

¿4

¿5

¿6

¿7

¿8

¿9

¿10

Ir

»'r

fit

n't
n\

i
i
o
o

i
i
0

0

1

1

u
0

1

1

0

0

( - m + im2N/3)/2 ( - m - im2^3)\2 ( - m - im^3)\2 ( - m + imj3)¡2

( - m 4- imV 3)/2 ( - m - im2 j3)/2 (-m- im j3)/2 ( - m + im j3)/2

(-m- im2%/3)/2 ( - m 4- im2y/3)l2 ( - m + imj3)j2 ( - m - im lj 3)¡2

(-m- im2\j3)/2 ( - m 4- ¿m2,/3)/2 ( - m + im^J 3)¡2 ( - m - im j3)/2

-m + im2yj3        -m-im2J3 (m + im^/3)/2 (m-im^3)/2

— m — im2 y/3        —m + im2y/3

1

1
-1

-1

— 3m — 1

3m — 1

-m 4- im

1

1
-1

-1

— 3m — 1

3m — 1

(m — im^/3)l2
1

1
-1

-1

-1

-1

(m 4- imj3)/2

1

1
-1

-1

-1

-1
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Value on JT JT JRa iJ       JS'ïJ

[January

Character

¿i

¿2

¿3

¿4

¿5

¿6

¿7

¿8

¿9

¿10

nr

Ir

rit

n,
nT
ni

i
-i

o
0

(1 - ¿mV3)/2
(-l4-imV3)/2
(1 + fmV3)/2

(-l-/mV3)/2
0

0

1
-1

-3

1

0

0

L
-1

0

0

(1 + ¡mV3)/2
(-l-imV3)/2

(l-imV3)/2
(-14- imV3)/2

0

0

1
-1

-3

1

0

0

1
-1

1
-1

0

0

0

0
0
0
6

1-6

0

0
0

Ü

I

0

0
0
0

II-6

II-6

0

0

1
-1

q
-q

-(q-Î)/2

(q-m
-(«-l)/2

(q-W
0

0

94-1
-(«+1)

3(9-D
-(9-1)

0

0
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